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Why does information transparency matter?

Charities must be accountable

• Incentives to mislead tax authorities and future donors
• Rose-coloured presentation of performance for future funding
or for embezzlement

• 50 largest UK charities potentially misreport their accounts by
50% of the true values (Norton, 2014)

“ ... but not at the cost of charity services” (Singh, 2015)

• accounting services is costly and might be ineffective
• largely underfunded for 80% of charities in the US
• investigating and effective regulations are costly hence more
incentives to mislead the public

A clear trade-off between charitable missions and accountability



Three unanswered questions

Are there good measures of information misrepresentation?

• Profit-based, accruals-based methods (Jones’s 1991), and
earning managements not applicable

• Growing literature on using distributional properties of
nonprofits’ investment returns (discontinuity at zeros)

• Scare data & only applicable for certain items in the report

Is Programme ratio reliable? (= charitable spending
total income )

• popular key performance measure to award funding
• better performers improve accuracy to signal?
• Or more missions→ less accounting→ more errors?

Should higher back-office spending be a desired policy

• only warranted if comes with improved report accuracy
• no evidence hence opposition from the charity sector
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Our paper

• Uses a large financial dataset of over 10,000 British charities
• Uses Benford’s Law to approximate reporting accuracy
• Studies the interactions among reporting accuracy and two
popular indicators of performance theoretically and empirically

Results

• 25% of the charities potentially misreport (our preferred test)
• performance ↓ inaccuracy only with sufficient governance
• Increased overhead expenses would not necessarily improve
accountability and financial transparency
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Contributions

• Policy debate on effectiveness of demand for increased
accountability in the non-profit sector

• NGO Governance and its effectiveness (Aldashev et al., 2015)
• Forensic economics (Zitzewitz, 2012) on the prevalence of
misreporting and underlying mechanisms

• Using distributional property of figures to detect frauds (Jacob
and Levitt, 2003; Michalski and Stolz, 2013, Fang and Gong, 2017)

• Detect frauds in the non-profit sector (Vansant, 2016; Krishnan
and Yetman, 2011) and further explain the mechanisms

• Determinants of information manipulation (Bayer et al., 2010)
• Additional corporate governance decreases firm effectiveness
(Hermanlin and Weisback, 2012)



Overview

1. Motivation
2. Benford’s law and the UK Third Sector Data
3. A theoretical model
4. Empirical analysis
5. Takeaway results



Benford’s Law and The UK Data

Benford’s Law: First digits of all numbers in an accounting-related
dataset free of errors and manipulation should follow a decreasing
distribution named Benford distribution (Amiram et al., 2015)

• numbers are drawn from different sources of distributions at
different orders of magnitudes (e.g., at different ,000s)

• tax compliance, election results, national statistics
• a hard-to-forge distributional property (Kossovosky, 2015)



Measure of inaccuracy: Benford’s Law



The UK data and Benford’s Law

Conditions for the dataset (Schrapler, 2011)

• No built-in maximum or minimum ✓
• No externally assigned values ✓
• positively skewed with median < mean. ✓
• Rule of thumb: 100 data points (relaxed later)

The UK Third Sector financial data

• submitted to the UK Charity Commission from 2007 - 2015
• Ideally: year-charity measure of misreporting
• To get the 100 data points, aggregate over the yearly reports
• Sample: 10,322 charities with at least 100 non-zero items
• Inaccuracy for each charity = deviation from the Benford
distribution



The aggregated data satisfy conditions for Benford’s Law
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Measures for deviation from the Benford distribution

To measure the intensity of misreporting for each charity:

MAD = 19

9∑
i=1

|Po(di)− Pe(di)|

Simulations show a higher level of errors, a higher MAD (Amiram et al., 2015)

To flag up a charity for potential misreporting:

Deviate =

 1 if Pr(KS ≤ DN(α) = c(α)
√
2√

N ) < 0.05
0 if Pr(KS ≤ DN(α) = c(α)

√
2√

N ) ≥ 0.05

where

KS = max
di∈(1,2,..,9)

 di∑
i=1

|Po(di)− Pe(di)|


and p-values are Monte-Carlo simulated with 1000 replications
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Benford’s Law and individual UK charity data

10,322 UK Charities

2567 charities fail the
Benford’s Law test

7555 charities 
conform to the law

We successfully flagged up 11/13 charities being charged by the UK Charity
Commission for frauds and data manipulation in 2016



Optimal effort e and information bias b

t = 0

• Charity chooses action a and misreporting b ≥ 0 based on:
• Cost to effort and Governance Spending to reduce misreporting
• Probability to be caught misreporting
• Donor forms expected equilibrium misreporting level b∗

t = 1

• Charity exerts effort and observes true project’s value θT

• Charity-specific uncertainty η ∼ N(0, σ2η) realised
• Reports a potentially biased θ = θT + b
• Donor expects θ = θT + b− b∗ + ϵ and pays grant w

t = 2

• Random uncertainty ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2ϵ) realised
• Donor gets ultimate payoff: V = θT − w
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Key predictions

1. Misreporting ↓ with effort if governance spending > a threshold

• Higher governance pressure and more costly to lie hence NPO
rather exerts effort than misreports

2. Misreporting ↑ with governance spending if effort < a threshold

• Worse performers would tend to misreport more if accuracy is
perceived more important (a higher governance spending)
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Key predictions

1. Misreporting ↑ with effort iff governance spending < a threshold

2. Misreporting ↑ with governance spending iff effort < a threshold

3. No misreporting if observable effort or high reputation cost of
exceeding the prior belief

4. Misreporting decreases with charity’s productivity, probability to
be caught, reputation concern; increases with risk aversion and
charity-specific uncertainty



Empirical model

MAD (misreporting)i = γ1ei + γ2gi + γ3interactioni + Xi
′
α+ εi

ei= Programme ratio, gi = governance spending
total income , interactioni = ei × gi

Xi include size (total assets), age, number of volunteers, being audited, government
grant, zero fund-raising (= 1), restricted income, endowment fund, losses from
investment (= 1), number of yearly reports, number of non-zeros

Theoretical predictions: γ1, γ2 > 0 and γ3 < 0



Distribution of Programme Ratios and Overhead costs



Endogeneity and two IV strategies

Programme ratio: potentially misreported and omitted variable bias

IVs: (1) headcount of staff and (2) social security spending

• strongly correlated with higher (true) programme ratio
• less likely to be manipulated as public records
• for smaller charities, volunteers doing bookkeeping tasks
instead of the whole staff

• no relationship between employment and data quality, also
control for governance spending

Lewbel’s (2012) heteroscedasticity-based internal instruments

• strong heteroscedasticity in 1st stage
• Zi = (Xi − X̄i)ε1i exogenous (Emran and Hou, 2013; Loy et al., 2016)
• fail to reject ”exogeneity” of Governance Spending



Table 1: Estimates robust across estimators

Misreporting

OLS with controls 2SLS Lewbel’s

Performance 3.362*** 1.981** 2.359***
[0.547] [0.589] [0.731]

Interaction -7.848*** -10.613*** -16.111***
[5.513] [3.364] [5.123]

Governance 11.957*** 6.298*** 11.279***
[3.130] [1.934] [3.120]

Observation 10,322 10,322 10,322



Tests to support IV estimations



Margin plots of OLS estimates with full controls



Robustness checks

1. Varying the 100-non-zero threshold to 65-115 data points
2. Trimming the top and bottom of governance spending/total
assets/ programme ratio to address poor data/bookkeeping

3. Different ways to construct measures for Benford’s Law
4. Sample selection: self-select to non or partial disclosure by a
Heckman correction model

5. Exploit within-charity variations by splitting the sample into two
periods 2007 - 2012 and 2012 - 2015: and replicate the analysis
for this panel data

• Address the concern of pooling the yearly data
• Alternative way to address unobserved characteristics of charities
• Examine the dynamics of misreporting behaviours over time
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Fixed effect model for within-charity variations



Some interesting correlations

Higher reporting accuracy significantly correlated with

• Having financial reports audited
• Receiving government grants or restricted income
• Having endowment funds
• Reporting more non-zero figures

Zero fundraising and losses from investments or pension funds NOT
significantly correlated with worse accuracy

Reminder 1: By accuracy, we mean conformity to the Benford’s Law
Reminder 2: The results are consistent with the theoretical
predictions from our model where NPOs strategically misreport their
information due to trade-off between charitable effort and
information accuracy



Takeaway messages

• 25% (2567) UK charities: potentially misreported data
• Tighter monitoring only effective if performance is high (70% of
total income)

• Higher performance ratios does not necessarily translate to
reports being more accurately - only if governance is relatively
high (15%)

• Only about 9% of charities in the UK satisfy this governance
spending threshold

Benford’s law: cost-effective way to flag potential misreports, but not
substituting auditing or definitive evidence

Next questions: information withholding affects the results?



Thank you for your attention



Measures for deviations from the Benford’s distribution

MAD = 19

9∑
i=1

|Po(di)− Pe(di)|

χ2 = N
9∑
i=1

[P(di)− Pe(di)]2

Pe(di)

KS = max
di∈(1,2,..,9)

 di∑
i=1

|Po(di)− Pe(di)|



Deviate =

 1 if Pr(KS ≤ DN(α) = c(α)
√
2√

N ) < 0.05
0 if Pr(KS ≤ DN(α) = c(α)

√
2√

N ) ≥ 0.05

Back Back to Robustness



Robustness Checks: Exclude outliers

Charitable Spending
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Excluding the top and bottom 1%
Excluding the top and bottom 5%
Excluding the top and bottom 10%
Excluding the top and bottom 25%



Robustness Checks: Varying cutoffs
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